
CHAPTER IV

PRIVATE CONSUMPTION AND SAVING

1. Main Developments
Real private consumption per capita went up 8 percent in 1968a far higher
rate than during the period of economic slowdown and even exceeding the rate
for the early sixties. In absolute terms, per capita growth amounted to IL 320
in 1968. The increase in total private consumption was 12 percent in real terms,
bringing the level up to IL 9,289 million at 1968 prices.
Disposable private income per capita from all sources expanded by 11 per

cent; since this outstripped the growth of consumption, private saving increased.
A number of factors contirbuted to the better saving performance : a lower un
employment ifgure in 1968; changes in income distribution, with the share of
the selfemployed and businesses showing a rising tendency ; and the larger
weight of nonrecurrent and windfall receipts in total income, which had a
strong bearing on saving.
Among the components of consumption, there was a steep rise in 1968 in

purchases of durable goods (64 percent per capita) and in per capita spending
on clothing and footwear (up 25 percent), while the growth in other groups
was more moderate. These increases brought about a change in the weights of
the various groups, and the composition of consumption in 1968 bore a closer
resemblance to that in the prerecession period than to the years 1966 and 1967.
The incremental household saving in the year reviewed was in the form

of real assets; investment in financial assets, on the other hand, remained at
its 1967 level, although the absolute sum was above that of the years pre
ceding the economic slowdown.
The import component of private consumption rose in the year reviewed,

and reached a higher level than before the recession. From the aspect of the
composition of pirvate consumption, there was no change in 1968 in labor
intensity, but because of the increase in labor productivity, there was a reduc
tion in labor input per unit of pirvate consumption.

2. Total Consumption and Saving
Real per capita consumption, as already noted, rose by 8.2 percent in 1968/

a considerably higher rate than in the two preceding years, and even exceeding

l The definition of private consumption has been revised to exclude transfers by immigrants.
The per capita growth rates in 1968, according to the old definition, differ only slightly
from those cited here.
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the average for .the early sixties. Since per capita income from all sources in
creased by 10.6 percent in real terms, there was an appreciable growth in per
capita saving over 1967, when a marked expansion of private sector saving was
also registered.
The accelerated rise in consumption in 1968 is explained by the renewed

growth of income and the standstill in consumption during two preceding years.
However, in contrast to previous years of rapid income growth, there was a
striking advance in private sector saving in 1968. This was due to a variety of
reasons:

First, the number of gainfully employed went up by 75,000 and the number
of jobless dropped by 38,000. These employed, who accounted for a sizable
proportion of the incremental disposable income,1 stepped up their consumption
spending in 1968 because of their higher earnings. At the same time, there
was a strong impulse ■to set aside a greater part of their earnings for paying debts
and in order to return to a desirable level of saving.

Table IV1

PRIVATE CONSUMPTION," INCOME,1' AND SAVING, 196068

f9V6065 1966 1967 1968

Total consumption, at current prices
(IL million)

Percent change in real consumption
Percent change in real income
Percent change in net real income
Percent change in real consumption
per capita

Percent change in real income per capita
Percent change in net real saving
per capita

Average propensity to consume ("/o)
Average propensity to save (9cf)
Marginal propensity to consume (9cf)

* Since 1967 imports by immigrants have not been included in private consumption spend
ing, in accordance with the changed balance, of payments treatment of this item.

b Disposable private income from all sources, delfated by the consumer price index.
Source: Central Bureau of Statistics.

The change in income distribution in 1968 also contributed to the higher
volume of saving. Nominal disposable income from wages 1 went up by 10 per
cent, but disposable nonwage income expanded even more rapidly (18 percent).
This differential growth in itself increased saving, since part of the disposable non
wage income is earned by the selfemployed, who have a lower propensity to

1 National income less income tax and National Insurance payments.
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consume than do wage earners,1 while the balance consisted of undistributed cor
porate profits.
The reduced weight of wage income in 1968 was accompanied by a steep

rise in average earnings of nonemployees, as contrasted with a slight rise in
average wages per employee. This development likewise increased saving, for the
growth of income was higher in 1968 than in previous years, and it is reasonable
to assume that nonemployees regarded it as being of a nonrecurrent nature.
Various studies have shown that the propensity to save from nonrecurrent in
come is higher than in the case of ordinary income.
Part of the nonwage income consists of retained corporate earnings. Partial

indicators show that profitability continued upward in 1968, but presumably
changes in profitability are not immediately relfected by a change in the pattern
of proift distirbution. It is also reasonable to assume that, in view of the irsing
trend in profitability and the low level of investment in the past, businesses
would tend to increase their capital spending, and for this purpose they would
have to expand their financing from own means, so that the amount of un
distributed proifts increased.
There were other factors at work in 1968 to expand saving from all sources.

Pirvate transfers from abroad, the propensity to save from which is relatively
high, went up by a conspicuous 43 percent. This was due both to the larger volume
of foreign currency receipts during the year and to the higher IL proceeds as a
result of the alteration of the exchange rate. The devaluation accounted for ap
proximately IL 160 million,or 10 percent, of total income from all sources.
This was also the real increase, as pirces were stable in 1968. However, the in
lfuence of such an increase on consumption spending was lower in 1968 than
that of an increase in ordinary income, because of its nonrecurrent nature. The
propensity to consume from incremental income of this type immediately after
a devaluation is low compared with that in the case of ordinary income, but
thereafter it goes up steadily as consumers adjust to the new income level. Since
the devaluation took place toward the end of 1967, it can reasonably be assumed
that the average propensity to consume from this additional income in 1968
was lower than the normal propensity to consume, thus leading to an expansion
of saving. The weight of nonrecurrent receipts in total transfers from abroad
went up in 1968. Onetime restitution receipts from Germany increased by about
$ 22 million, and constituted approximately 5 percent of the total incremental
income from all sources. Since the propensity to save from such receipts is higher
than in the case of current income, this also contirbuted to the better saving
performance.
Pirces held steady in 1968, and this helped to keep the real return on ifnancial

savings from dropping. On the other hand, the cloudy economic picture

x Central Bureau of Statistics and Bank of Israel, Saving Survey 1964/65, Special Publication
No. 217.
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abroad engendered fears of a further devaluation and irse of prices. This in
turn induced consumers to advance purchases of durable goods, besides tending
to increase saving in the form of valuelinked secuirties, deterirng the conversion
of foreign currency deposits and those linked to the exchange rate, and in
creasing saving in real assets (housing).
The changes in consumption and saving led to a further decline (about 2

percent) in the average propensity to consume, and depressed the level below
the average for the years 196065. The propensity to consume from domestic
income was unchanged in 1968, and remained below the 196065 average. The
marginal propensity to consume out of total income went up in 1968, but was
still lower than during the prerecession peirod. This relatively low propensity
brought up the percentage of income that was saved and relfects the tendency
of consumers to return to the previous consumption and income patterns. The
fact that the average propensity to consume in 1968 was below the prerecession
average may suggest that the process of adjustment was not yet completed in 1968.
The development of pirvate consumption in the course of the year was more

or less uniform. The level moved up at a moderate rate in the ifrst quarter,
accelerated somewhat in the second and third quarters, and turned downward in
the final three months. On balance, there was some deceleration of the growth
rate in the second half of the year. However, there was apparently a seasonal
element in these changes, and the development of pirvate consumption over the
year did not deviate noticeably from the usual seasonal pattern.

3. Composition of Consumption
The rise in private consumption in 1968 encompassed all components but not

to the same extent. Large increases were recorded in purchases of consumer
durables, footwear, clothing and "other services".
Those items showing a strong rise in 1968 had apparently declined in 1967

and increased moderately (or even fell slightly) in 1966. On the other hand,
those items which had gone up in 1967 showed a relatively small growth in 1968.
The differential increases changed the weights of the component groups

within total consumption, with a tendency to return to the prerecession pattern.
In foodstuffs, the moderate irse in 1 968 led to a further drop in the weight of this
item, which had been interrupted in 1967. Outlay on consumer durables went
up faster than total consumption, thereby bringing up the relative share of
such goods : in 1968 they accounted for 9.3 percent of the total ifgure far higher
than in the two preceding years but below the level of 196365. The weights of
nonproift institution and housing services, which had irsen in 196567, declined
duirng the year under review. This can be attirbuted to the fact that in respect
of a substantial proportion of these services, consumption cannot be adjusted to
changes in income as rapidly as in the case of commodities, so that during
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Table IV2

PRIVATE CONSUMPTION, BY MAJOR COMPONENT, 196768
(IL million(

Percent increaseWeight in
or decrease )(19681967total

in 1968consumption
. 1 act{ )at current prices;in lybo

PriceVolume

Goods
2.16.22,765.22,552.829.0Food, beverages, tobacco

0.810.4249.9228.22.6Household fuel, light, and ice
Clothing, footwear, and personal

3.127.2930.7709.49.8effects
2.769.6883.3535.59.3Durable goods
3.917.1493.4405.45.2Other industrial goods
1.418.45,322.54,431.355.9Total

Services
0.95.3819.7771.88.6By nonprofit institutions
5.04.01,333.61,220.814.0Housing
1.913.12,048.41,777.121.5Other services
2.78.64,201.73,769.744.1Total

Total consumption of goods
2.013.99,524.28,201.0100.0and services'*

" The discrepancies between these data and those on private consumption stem from the
inclusion in the latter of changes in inventories and the net consumption of nonresidents.

Source: Central Bureau of Statistics.

the recession consumers failed to cut their outlay on these services as much as
they should have. As incomes rose, consumers spent relatively less on such services
as compared with other services and commodities, thereby depressing their
weight. There was an accelerated rise in the consumption of "other services",
the income elasticity of which is greater than unity, and this brought up their
weight compared with the two preceding years.

(a) Food

Real per capita consumption of food in 1968 was up 2.5 percent, which is
somewhat less than what could have been expected in the light of the growth of in
comes and the income elasticities estimated in the past.1 In 1967 the amount spent
on food per capita was higher than what could have been expected on the basis
of price and income elasticities, a development mainly explained by the various in
lfuences of the Six Day War.2 In 1968 food consumption adjusted to the changed

x See, for example, J. Paroush, "Components of Private Consumption Time Series Analysis",
Bank of Israel Bulletin, No. 28, February 1967.

2 See Bank of Israel, Annual Report 7967, Chapter IV.
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Table IV3

COMPOSITION OF PRIVATE CONSUMPTION, 196068

(percentages, at current prices(

*£"§§ 1966 1967 1968

29313033Food, beverages, tobacco
9789Durable goods
18161717Other goods
44464541Services

Total consumption of goods
100100100100and services"

' See note to Table IV2.
Source: Central Bureau of Statistics.

income level, but because of the relatively high level reached in 1967, the growth
rate in 1968 was moderate.
Real per capita consumption of meat and meat products rose by 4 percent

in 1968, and the weight of this item went up to 25 percent of total expenditure

Table IV4

CHANGES IN REAL CONSUMPTION OF SELECTED FOOD ITEMS, 1968

(percentages)

Sotod Increase Change in
consumption over 1967 erlatlv,e

in 1968 Pnce

0.73.412.2Cereals and cereal products
4.57.525.1Meat and meat products
2.412.53.4Fish
2.24.84.7Eggs
2.13.810.0Milk and milk products
1.710.13.4Edible oils and fats

5.313.9Fresh fruit
3.79.611.3Fresh vegetables
0.64.57.1Sugar and sugar products
2.16.83.0Tea, coffee, cocoa

Processed fruit and vegetables
0.07.55.9and misc.

5.9100.0Total

* The change in the price of each item divided by the change in the price of
total foodstuffs.

Source: Central Bureau of Statistics.
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on food. The biggest increase was in fresh and frozen meat, while poultry con
sumption declined owing to constraints on the supply side, which drove up the
price of this item to a marked degree. The downward trend of the two preceding
years in real per capita consumption of fish was reversed in 1968, when a rise
of 8.9 percent was recorded. This substantial advance may have been due to an
overestimate of consumption in the administered areas in 1967. Nonetheless, it
seems that consumers' tastes underwent a change in 1968 in favor of fish.
The per capita ifgure for eggs was down 8 percent from 1967. This is partly

explained by the curtailment of supplies; during the ifrst half of the year re
viewed local production contracted, and in the last quarter eggs even had to
be imported.
Consumption of fresh fruit edged up about 1.9 percent per capita. Despite

a growth in quantity, the relative price of this item held steadya development
explained by the lengthening of the marketing season due to the early ripening
of the fruit. There was also an improvement in the handling of fruit, and in
cases of surplus supply part of the excess was marketed in the administered
areas in order to prop up the price. Real per capita consumption of fresh vege
tables rose by 6 percent. This can be attributed to larger supplies during the
year (after a decline in 1967), which dampened their relative prices. The esti
mates for fresh fruit and vegetables may be biased because of an inexact allow
ance for supplies passing to and from the administered areas.

(b) Beverages, cigarettes, tobacco products

Real per capita spending on beverages increased by 7.2 percent. A 10.5 per
cent rise was recorded in nonalcoholic drinks, due probably to the appearance
of new products on the market. Pirces advanced 2.4 percent, owing to some
extent to the changed composition of nonalcoholic beverage consumption.
After declining in 196667, per capita consumption of alcoholic beverages

increased by 5.3 percent in 1968. This was apparently due to the larger incomes
in the year reviewed, and also to the fact that insufifcient allowance was made
for purchases by tourists, whose numbers swelled in 1968.

The quantity of cigarettes and tobacco products consumed per capita edged
up 1.5 percent. This moderate rise can perhaps be ascribed to an overestimate
of consumption in the administered areas. The switch from cheaper to more
expensive brands of cigarettes continued in the year reviewed.

(c) Durable goods

Purchases of consumer durables have lfuctuated widely in the past few years:
in 1965 the growth rate slowed down noticeably, giving way to an absolute
decrease in 1966 and the ifrst half of 1967. In the second half of 1967 purchases
picked up strongly, and the upward trend carried over through 1 968, when the
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ifgure hit IL 883 million, representing a rise of 64 percent per capita as com
pared with 1967.1
In consumer durables there is no direct relationship between the purchase of

the item and the services which it can potentially supply. The consumer is in
terested in the services to be derived therefrom, but owing to the technological
indivisibility of these products, he has to acquire them in their entirety. Hence,
as far as the consumer is concerned, the purchase of a durable is tantamount
to an investment, or the purchase of a flow of future services. The economic
significance of such a lfow of future services lies in the fact that consumers can
determine when to renew it. During the recession those who already owned
durables used them more intensively than customary in years of rapid income
growth, and thus deferred new purchases. Those who did not yet own durables
refrained from buying at the time because of the economic conditions then
prevailing. With the recovery of economic activity in the first half of 1967, it
was possible to renew the lfow and make purchases that had been put off earlier.
The expansion of incomes also strengthened the demand for consumer durables.
An increase in the demand for durables, unlike that for other goods and services,
results, because of the acceleration principle, in purchases far exceeding
the initial demand for consumption services. An examination made of six
selected durables showed that the value of their services consumed changed
only slightly in relation to changes in purchases and the lfow of services : real
consumption of these services went up by 8 percent in 1968, which was similar
to the rate for total consumption (excluding purchases of durables).2
Purchases of consumer durables, like those of other goods and services, are

inlfuenced by changes in consumers' tastes, but the changes are of a more sys
tematic character in the case of durables.3 This is expressed by a shift from one
commodity to another of such frequency as to make it possible to tell which
item is currently in "vogue". In 1968 relatively expensive products, such as tele
vision sets, were in fashion, and this explains the much larger expenditure during
the year.
The demand for consumer durables is also related to the expansion of the

populationin 1968 there was an increase in both immigration and the number
of marriages. Another factor stimulating purchases in 1968 was the rise in non

2 The deifnition of pirvate consumption, as already mentioned, was altered in 1968 to exclude
imports by immigrants. A large percentage of these consist of durable items. Since imports
by immigrants were higher in 1968 than in 1967, the per capita increase in purchases ac
cording to the old deifnition would come to 6668 percent.

2 It should be emphasized that these estimates are largely based on certain assumptions, and
hence represent orders of magnitude only. Obviously, an increase of 8 percent in the lfow
of services, even if it is somewhat biased, is more consistent with the growth of incomes in
1968 than with the 70 percent increase in purchases of consumer durables.

3 See J. Paroush, "The Growth of Ownership of Durable Goods in Israel", Bank of Israel
Bulletin, No. 24, December 1965.
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Table IV5
CHANGES IN REAL CONSUMPTION OF CONSUMER DURABLES, 196068

(percentages(

Increase or decrease ()
as against previous yearAverage

196065
Weight in

1968
196819671966

462052037Furniture
911781548Household equipment
7720152615Personal transportation equipment
7019718100Total

Source: Central Bureau of Statistics.

recurrent and windfall receipts. The propensity to expend such income for cur
rent consumption is relatively low, but a substantial portion of it is spent on
consumer durables. In the second half of 1968 there were expectations of a
currency devaluation and a rise in prices, and this may have induced many to
advance the acquisition of durables.
Purchases of consumer durables during the year do not reveal an even trend :

there was a marked upswing in the second quarter (26 percent over the preceding
quarter) and in the last three months (16 percent), but the figure fell slightly
in the third quarter (2 percent below the secondquarter level). The decline in
the third quarter is ascribable to the heavy purchases of television sets in the
second quarter (see below) . Discounting this item, the trend was more regular,
but growth was still slightly less rapid in the second half of 1968 than in the
ifrst half, a development partly explained by the more sluggish expansion of
incomes.

Per capita spending on furniture was up 41 percent in real terms. Prices
declined by about 2 percent, owing to the reduction of customs duties and
purchase tax on wood products in the last quarter of 1967. The larger purchases
of furniture (and household equipment) were connected also with the heavier
sale of dwellings during. 1968.
Purchases of household equipment per capita soared 84 percent in 1968, but

if television sets are deducted, the growth rate will fall to about onethird of this.
The latter estimate, however, is downward biased, since the increased purchase
of TV sets tended to reduce purchases of near substitutes (such at tape re
corders and phonographs). But TV sets still accounted for the lion's share of the
incremental acquisitions of household equipment. The striking growth in this
item in 1968 was due to the opening of a television service in Israel: Nearly
25,000 sets were purchased in the second quarter of the year, when the service
started operating, while 8,000 were purchased in the first quarter and 20,000
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in the third. The uptrend continued in the last quarter, when the ifgure came
to nearly 34,000.
Among the other products, mention should be made of the huge growth in tran

sistor radio sales 216,000 units as against 123,000 in 1967. This accelerated
rise in transistor sets and the decline in conventional sets have been going on for
several years, and suggest that the transistor radio, which is a substitute for
the conventional set, is gradually supplanting the latter.
Purchases of personal transport equipment went up 71 percent per capita,

with prices rising about 5 percent, due mainly to the devaluation at the end
of 1967. The strong rise in purchases (which might have been even higher were
it not for constraints on the supply from local production) can be ascribed to
the downward movement that set in as early as 1965 (other durables started
falling in 1966). Among the components of personal transport equipment, there
was an increase in passenger cars and a drop in motor scooters, relfecting a
qualitative rise in the consumption of this item.
The rising trend in purchases of durables has resulted in a steady growth in

the percentage of families owning such goods. The number possessing TV sets
went up in 1968 and, according to survey data, stood at about 11 percent in
the third quarter of the year. If fourthquarter purchases are added, the ifgure

Table IV6
PERCENTAGE OF HOUSEHOLDS OWNING SELECTED DURABLE GOODS, 196368

Gas Ele?tric Washingp ,. Transls ™7 . Vacuum Tape Private
cooker ref"ger machine Rad10 t0,.T 7^^ cleaner recorder carator radio

1963 79.4 64.3 23.4 88.4   8.7 3.2 
6.93.910.389.423.670.884.51964
7.76.713.889.928.577.685.51965
10.56.114.13.440.379.2"29.580.183.11966
13.39.218.14.950.274.031.882.984.31967
13.19.219.210.557.973.135.285.685.51968

a One conventional radio only. As from 1966 a distinction has been made between conven
tional and transistor radios.

Source: Central Bureau of Statistics, household equipment survey for JulySeptember.

rises to 1617 percent. Steep rises were also recorded for transistor radios and
washing machines. Other products showed a more moderate gain in percentage
ownership, since the majority of the population already possessed many of
these goods (for example, gas hot plates and ovens), or else they bought near
substitutes (tape recorders and television sets) . The percentage of families own
ing personal transport equipment apparently was unchanged from 1967 (the
drop of 0.2 percent was due either to sampling errors in 1968 or to an over
estimate in 1967).
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)d) Other industrial products
Per capita expenditure on other industrial goods was up 19.6 percent in 1968,

with growth slowing down somewhat in the second half of the year. The figure
for footwear and clothing rose 24.6 percent, following a contraction in 1967
and stability in 1966. Footwear showed a 26.8 percent increase, and clothing
24.0 percent.

A rise of 18.5 percent was registered in nondurable household products,
recreational goods, and hobbies.

(e) Housing
Real per capita consumption of housing services edged up by a mere 0.6 per

cent in 1968. The estimate of this item is largely imputed on the basis of the
country's dwelling stock, and since the area of buildings completed was not
large in 1968, this was relfected by a moderate rise in consumption of housing
services. The figure does not make allowance for vacant dwellings, and there
fore the estimated consumption of such services is liable to be biased (22,000
dwelling units were completed in 1968, but the number actually occupied was
much greater). Adjusting the consumption estimate in accordance with the
utilization of the country's dwelling stock would depress the level and growth
rate of this item in 1967 and increase the growth rate for 1968.

(f) Other services1
Real per capita consumption of other services was up 9.3 percent in 1968.

Growth was not even over the year: a marked upswing in the second and third
quarters was followed by a reversal of trend in the last quarter. This can ap
parently be attributed in part to the seasonality of travel and tourist services.
Per capita outlay on car maintenance and travel (both in Israel and abroad )
was 8 percent higher in 1968 an outcome of the larger number of cars,
an increase in average kilometrage per car, and the expansion of local
and foreign tourism. Consumption of postal services rose by 27 percent per
capita, owing to some extent to the reduction of telephone installation fees.
The average amount spent per capita on hotel services went up by 26 percent,
with prices holding steady. Most of this increase stemmed from the larger num
ber of tourists visiting Israel in 1968 and does not represent the consumption
by Israelis. Per capita expenditure on the cinema was only 2.5 percent greater
in the year reviewed. This moderate rise is apparently explained by the larger
outlay on substitute products and services, such as television sets and other forms
of entertainment, per capita consumption of which rose by 7 percent.

4. Household Saving and Its Components
Household saving can be measured in two different ways: (1) the difference

between household income and expenditure on private consumption ; and

' For services supplied by nonproift institutions, see Chapter VIII, "Nonproift Institutions".
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) 2 ( purchases of financial and real assets. The existing set of data impart a bias
to the saving estimate according to both methods. Under the first method, pri
vate consumption consists only of household expenditure, but private income
consists also of undistributed corporate profits. Thus the saving figure includes
business saving as well, and at a time when there is no slump in economic ac
tivity, this estimate will generally exceed household saving. If there is a change
in the weight of undistributed profits in total private income, this too reduces
the significance of the annual growth rates. The second method does not give
any data on the value of dwellings sold or the relative share of households in
the purchase of financial assets (see Appendix Table IV5 and the notes there
to). Despite these limitations, it is possible to estimate orders of magnitude and
the direction of annual changes.

Table IV7

SELECTED COMPONENTS OF PRIVATE SECTOR SAVING, 196068

f9V6065 1966 ל196 1968

Area of residential construction
completed (thousand m2) 2,661 3,116 2,373 1,954

Number of dwellings completed
) thousands of units)

Saving in financial assets ( IL million)
Net saving (IL million)
Rate of growth ( 9cf )

Average propensity to save ( 96 )

Saving in the form of consumer durables
Net saving, incl. durables (IL million)
Rate of growth ( ytc )

Average propensity to save ( "/o(

Source: Central Bureau of Statistics and Bank of Israel.

Household saving rose in 1968, since the purchase of newly completed homes
and those from the existing stock increased sharply, while ifnancial saving was
only slightly below its 1967 level. The same conclusion emerges from a measure
ment of income and consumption, for according to all the indicators and deif
nitions (see Table IV7 and Appendix Tables IV5 and 6) private sector
saving rose conspicuously in 1968 as compared with the previous year. The
strong rate of growth indicates that households also saved more in the year
reviewed.
Examination of the composition of saving. shows a reversal of the trend of

196667: the weight of saving in real assets ( dwellings and consumer durables)
went up, and that of ifnancial saving declined.
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The construction of 22,000 dwelling units was completed in 1968, but this
ifgure does not represent the actual purchases, as dwellings that had been com
pleted during the recession but did not ifnd buyers because of the depressed
state of the market were also sold in 1968. The larger volume of purchases is
explained by the growth of employment and incomes, the realization of plans
for bettering housing standards which had been deferred during the recession,
and speculative demand touched off by fears of a devaluation and rise of prices.1
It should be pointed out that not all of the home purchases constitute saving,
since a larger number of units were acquired for new immigrants in 1968 and
there was a rise in mortgage indebtedness; however, total expenditure on home
acquisitions clearly exceeded total mortgage borrowing. An additional factor
that increased household saving and compensated to a certain extent for the
larger indebtedness to mortgage banks was the down payments made by house
holds on account of dwellings that will be completed after 1968.
The purchase of consumer durables, as mentioned above, is tantamount to

the purchase of a lfow of services, part of which is not consumed during the year
of acquisition. An examination made of six selected consumer durables revealed
that, due to the increased acquisition of durables, this type of saving increased
noticeably and reached an estimated IL 221 million. This followed a drop
in saving (i.e. disinvestment) in such assets in 1967 and a relatively low level
in 1966.2 A calculation of saving inclusive of durables accentuates the general
trends mentioned abovea rise in the volume of saving as compared with 1967
and in the average propensity to save.
Liquid savings were on about the same level as in 1967, when the ifgure

soared nearly 40 percent. The stability in 1968 was connected with the resump
tion of immigration on a fairly large scale, the upsurge of economic activity, the
diminished atmosphere of uncertainty compared with 196667, and the bigger
investment in real assets.3
The importance of saving lies in the fact that it makes investment possible,

and thus paves the way for continued economic growth. From this point of
view, considerable importance attaches to the rise in household saving in 1968
and in the average propensity to save. Obviously the different components of
saving have a different effect on the composition of investment, the balance of
payments, etc. In this respect, it is dififcult to evaluate unambiguously the 1968
saving performance : most of the growth occurred in dwelling investment (i.e.

1 See the detailed discussion in Chapter XIII, "Construction and Housing".
2 While purchases of these six products were above the average for all durables, they
may be taken as representative of the general trend in such goods.

3 See the detailed discussion in Chapters XV, XVIII, and XIX. In April 1968 collections on
the Absorption Loan were discontinued, while purchases of the Defense Loan were
lower in 1968 than in the previous year. If the Absorption and Defense Loans, the pay
ment of at least part of which was regarded by the public as a tax, are deducted from
total financial assets, saving in such assets turns out to be larger than in 1967.
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by households) . At the same time, liquid savings were far above their prerecession
level, despite the stability in 1967. Furthermore, the changes in this form of
saving were not uniform, striking rises being registered in approved saving scheme
deposits with banks, in fixedterm deposits, etc. sources which generally serve
to finance nonhousehold investment.

5. Interdependence of Private Consumption, Imports,
and Employment

Total imports of goods and services for private consumption1 went up about
16 percent in real terms, and totalled $ 519 million at 1968 prices. Most of the
increment consisted of finished goods and services, especially the former.2 Pri
vate consumption lagged behind imports (a rise of about 12 percent) , and this
resulted in an increase of approximately 1 percent in the average import com
ponent of pirvate consumption.
The much larger import of finished goods and services in 1968 brought up

their weight in total private consumption. This component displays fairly sharp
lfuctuations, caused by the fact that some of the items (e.g. durable assets and
travel abroad) are more sensitive to changes in income levels, so that changes
in the latter lead to marked changes in purchases and imports. Another group
of finished products, food, is mostly imported by the Government, and hence is
not affected solely by changes in domestic demand. The weight of direct and
indirect inputs declined in 1968, i.e. the change in private consumption demand
for the products of the various economic sectors tended to reduce the share of
goods with a high import component. This may have been due to the substi
tutability of direct purchases of imported ifnished products and purchases of im
ported inputs.
The weight of imports for private consumption in total imports amounted

in recent years to about 30 percent. In the last two years the proportion con
tracted, owing to the more rapid expansion of imports for other economic des
tinations, especially for the public sector. The import component of private
consumption has been relatively stable, and therefore an increase of 1 percent
in private consumption involved in the past a similar growth in imports for
private consumption, or about threetenths of a percent in total imports. Hence
the expansion of private consumption in 1968 explains 34 percent of the 27
percent growth in the total import bill.
The labor input in production for private consumption went up about 9 per

x Total imports consist of ifnished items and inputs (direct and indirect) for private con
sumption. The calculations here were based on inputoutput tables prepared in 1958 and
partially updated in a somewhat mechanical manner for the years 196264. Obviously the
estimates obtained are not exact, even if only because the tables were prepared so long ago;
nevertheless, they are indicative of orders of magnitude and directions of change.

2 Total imports of finished goods rose 44 percent, with most of the increase being in consumer
durables (for details, see Chapter III).
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cent in 1968/ following a decline of some 10 percent the year before. The labor
input per IL of private consumption is inlfuenced by two main factors : the
first is the structural change in consumption in favor of commodities, which are
more or less laborintensive, and the second is the rise in labor productivity.
The changes in the composition of consumption apparently did not by them
selves increase the demand for labor per unit of private consumption.2 On the
other hand, the rise in labor productivity led to a decline of about 2 percent
in the labor input per unit of private consumption.

Table IV8

PRIVATE CONSUMPTION, IMPORTS, AND EMPLOYMENT, 196368

(pecentages)

1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968

Weight of imported ifnished goods
and services for pirvate consumption
in total private consumption" 5.7 6.2 6.0 6.3 5.4 6.5

Weight of imported inputs for private
consumption in total private
consumption 13.7 13.9 13.8 14.0 14.4 14.0

Weight of total imports for private
consumption in total private
consumption 19.4 20.1 19.8 20.3 19.8 20.5

Weight 01 total imports for private
consumption in total imports" 31.7 31.9 33.6 34.8 30.6 28.0

Coefifcients
Manhours per IL of private consumption*   0.1204 0.1195 0.1066 0.1048
Manhours per IL of private consumption"    0.1208 0.1226 0.1067
Weight of labor input for private
consumption in total labor input   50.6 52.9 52.7 50.2

" At 1963 prices and at the ofifcial rate of exchange of IL 3=$ 1.
" The labor coefifcients given the labor/output ratio of the previous year; at 1963 prices.
Source: Bank of Israel inputoutput tables.

The share of the labor input in production for private consumption in the
total labor input was, as in the case of imports for private consumption,

J The above discussion refers to the direct and indirect labor inputs to production for pirvate
consumption, but does not include direct purchases of labor for pirvate consumption
purposes. This is discussed in greater detail in Chapter IX.

2 The effect of a change in the composition of private consumption on the labor input may
be seen from a comparison of the labor/private consumption coefficient for the year re
viewed (given the labor/output ratio of the previous year) with that of the previous year,
as calculated according to the labor/output ratio of that year.
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relatively high in 1966 and 1967 and declined in 1968. This is explained
by the fact that the demand for private consumption, and thus the derived de
mand for labor in production for private consumption, are less sensitive to changes
in income than are the other ifnal demands. For this reason, when in 1966 and
1967 demand sagged in the economy while private consumption expanded,
this was relfected by a irse in the weight of the labor input to private consumption,
whereas in 1 968 there was a more rapid expansion in other demands and a con
sequent contraction of the weight of the former.
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